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One stressor children are often exposed to is our overuse of directions and 
corrections. While learning how to follow routines, directions, and to rules is a 
critical part of what children learn in the early years, there are times when we 
can better support children’s self-regulation by asking open and inviting 
questions. 
 

“Replacing directions and corrections with open-ended 
questions, shifts the child’s brain from one of passive receiver of 
information to that of constructing an answer. With the strategy 

of open-ended questions, adults are engaging the child’s 
“thinking brain” to act rather than just receive information.” 

(Laura Fish, 2018). 
 
Below, we present a couple  of common early childhood scenarios and offer 
examples of responses that replace our habit of telling children what to do, 
and better support their ability to “stop, think, and act.” 
 
Keep in mind, all suggested responses are contingent upon the individual 
child’s comfort level and receptive/expressive language skills. At times, “going 
silent” and/or supporting children using non-verbal communication can be 
equally effective.  
 
Here are a few general things to consider as you aim to reduce stressors and 
intentionally teach self-regulation: 

● Get at or below child’s eye level 
● Ensure tone of voice conveys concern and care 
● Move/talk at a pace that is slow, not in a rush to fix 
● Watch your body language (including facial expressions)  
● Demonstrate interest and understanding (e.g., nod along as child 

responds) 
● May touch the child gently  
● Gestures are modified to guide the conversation 
● “Tune in” to the child throughout the interaction and modify nonverbal 

communication as needed  
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Scenario #1: Child enters into a play area/center that is already “full”, is closed, 
or to which they were “not assigned”. 
 

Examples of “Typical 
Responses” (e.g., 

direction, correction, 
question that is really 

still a direction or 
correction) 

Better Verbal Response  Even Better Verbal 
Response 

This area is closed/full, you 
need to find something 
else to do. 

This area is full...how 
many name tags do you 
see on the board?  
 
 
 
 

Looks like you really want 
to play in this area and it’s 
full...hmmm...I wonder 
what you can do? 
 
You look really sad...what 
happened? Oh, the area 
where you want to play in 
is closed? That is sad. 
What are your choices 
right now? 

This area is closed/full. 
Didn’t  you hear Miss 
Angela tell everyone that 
at circle? 
 

I know it’s disappointing 
that the center is 
closed/full. It will be open 
tomorrow.  
 
 

You love to play with the 
art supplies, I know...it’s 
hard to wait for centers to 
be open again, isn’t it? 
 
I notice you are watching 
the kids paint….what are 
you thinking? Oh, you 
want to paint, too? What 
can you do if you want a 
turn with the easel? 

This isn’t your assigned 
zone, is it? 

This zone is for children 
with ___on their badges. 
What is on yours? 

I bet you really want to 
play here even though 
this isn’t your assigned 
zone, huh? Looks like you 
are having a hard time 
waiting to rotate. Five 
more minutes then the 
bell will ring and you can 
go there. What do you 
think will help you wait? 
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Scenario #2: One child is playing with toys that have multiple pieces and parts (e.g., 
blocks, puzzles, animals, cards, dishes) and another child takes one of the pieces. This 
causes the first child to grab the object back, and to scream, “No! or Mine!” and to 
pinch the other child. 
 

Examples of Typical 
Responses (e.g., 

direction, correction, 
question that is really 

still a direction or 
correction) 

Better Verbal Response  Even Better Verbal 
Response  

That’s not being safe! You 
hurt him. Look how you 
made him feel. 

Looks like he got hurt. 
What happened? 

Ask each child: What 
happened? How do you 
feel? What solution can 
we find? As the children 
answer, the teacher 
reflects their answers 
back to them, validates 
their perspectives with 
openness and receptivity, 
and scaffolds the content 
when necessary. 

You need to share! Why 
don’t you just give him 
some? You aren’t being 
very nice. 

Whoa...pinching hurts. 
How can you play 
together? 

Ask each child: What 
happened? How do you 
feel? What solution can 
we find? As the children 
answer, the teacher 
reflects their answers 
back to them, validates 
their perspectives with 
openness and receptivity, 
and scaffolds the content 
when necessary. 
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